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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A storage means to be karaoke data distribution equipment which connected two or

more type karaoke equipment, and to memorize the karaoke data for performing karaoke music
with karaoke equipment, The type of the karaoke equipment of a distribution place is identified

based on the managed table which memorized the type information on each karaoke equipment,
and this managed table. Karaoke data distribution equipment characterized by having a

distribution means to choose the karaoke data which suit the identified type from said storage

means, and to distribute them to the karaoke equipment concerned.

[Claim 2] The karaoke data distribution equipment characterized by to have a distribution means
chooses the karaoke data which receive type information from a storage means are karaoke data

distribution equipment which connected two or more type karaoke equipment, and memorize the
karaoke data for performing karaoke music with karaoke equipment, and the karaoke equipment
of a distribution place, and suit the type which received from said storage means, and distribute

them to the karaoke equipment concerned.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the karaoke data distribution equipment which

distributes karaoke data to two or more kinds of karaoke equipments with which functions differ

especially, respectively about the karaoke data distribution equipment which distributes karaoke

data, such as musical piece data, to the karaoke equipment connected through a communication

line (download).

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] It connects with the distribution center equipped with karaoke data

distribution equipment through the communication line, the online karaoke equipment which

receives distribution of karaoke data, such as musical piece data, from this distribution center is

put in practical use, and it is in the way of current spread. Although online-karaoke equipment is

equipped with the function which compounds a musical-sound signal based on sequence data as

a basic function, the number of musical sound (the number of the maximum simultaneous

pronunciation) in which the simultaneous pronunciation of a musical-sound signal is possible

changes with old and new [ of equipment ], and the function changes with old and new [ old and
new / of equipment ], i.e., the type, such as having the function which reads ADPCM data to new
equipment and reproduces a sound signal. Thus, the equipment of a different type is intermingled

in the current commercial scene, and it is unthinkable in it that all the equipments that have
appeared on the market in the commercial scene are updated by the thing new all at once type.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, if the distribution center which distributes

karaoke data, such as musical piece data, to these online karaoke equipments is karaoke

equipment currently installed in the jurisdiction range, even if it is what type of equipment, it

needs to distribute karaoke data. When karaoke data are made into the format which can be

performed with the karaoke equipment of the minimum function so that it can perform with the

karaoke equipment of every type, with highly efficient karaoke equipment new type, there is a

trouble that many simultaneous pronunciation functions and ADPCM data regenerative functions

become useless. Moreover, when it enables it to perform the karaoke data made for old type

karaoke equipments with new type karaoke equipment (i.e., if it is going to give upward
compatibility) (performance), it will be necessary to double the specification of new type

equipment with the old type, and there is a fault used as a limit of development.

[0004] This invention aims at offering the karaoke data distribution equipment which can

distribute the karaoke data which suited the type of each karaoke equipment, even if two or

more type karaoke equipment is connected.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A storage means for invention of claim 1 to be karaoke data

distribution equipment which connected two or more type karaoke equipment, and to memorize
the karaoke data for performing karaoke music with karaoke equipment, The type of the karaoke

equipment of a distribution place is identified based on the managed table which memorized the

type information on each karaoke equipment, and this managed table. It is characterized by



having a distribution means to choose the karaoke data which suit the identified type from said

storage means, and to distribute them to the karaoke equipment concerned.

[0006] Invention of claim 2 is characterized by to have a distribution means chooses the karaoke

data which receive type information from a storage means are karaoke data distribution

equipment which connected two or more type karaoke equipment, and memorize the karaoke

data for performing karaoke music with karaoke equipment, and the karaoke equipment of a

distribution place, and suit the type which received from said storage means, and distribute them
to the karaoke equipment concerned.

[0007] Two or more type karaoke equipment is connected to the karaoke data distribution

equipment of this invention. The number of the maximum simultaneous pronunciation of sound-
source equipment, the propriety of playback of ADPCM data, etc. should be classified on
management, and should treat two or more type karaoke equipment, respectively. The karaoke

data for performing karaoke music with karaoke equipment are memorized by the storage means.
When distributing karaoke data to karaoke equipment, the type of the karaoke equipment is

identified. This discernment can apply the method which asks a type to the karaoke equipment
which is a distant office, the method which has the managed table of karaoke equipment itself

and memorizes the type of all karaoke equipments. By identifying the type of karaoke equipment,

the karaoke data which suited the equipment can be chosen from a karaoke data storage means,
and it can be distributed, even if two or more type karaoke equipment is connected by this —
#*** — the karaoke data which suited it can be distributed.

[0008]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Drawing 1 is karaoke structure-of-a-system drawing including the

distribution center (karaoke data distribution equipment) of the karaoke data which are the

operation gestalt of this invention. The distribution center 1 is connected with two or more
online karaoke equipments (terminal) 2, 3, and 4 and — through the communication line. Among
these, online karaoke equipment 2 is karaoke equipment of Type A, online karaoke equipment 3

is karaoke equipment of Type B, and online karaoke equipment 4 is karaoke equipment of Type
C. With the type of online karaoke equipment, online karaoke equipment is classified into a

functional order, and it is classified into Type C, Type B, and Type A sequentially from the high

thing of a function, the karaoke equipment of Type A — the number of the simultaneous

maximum pronunciation — =32 and the number of the maximum trucks — it has the function of

=16 and a sound-source = PCM tone generator, the karaoke equipment of Type B — the number
of the simultaneous maximum pronunciation — =64 and the number of the maximum trucks — it

has the function of =32 and a sound-source = PCM tone generator, the karaoke equipment of

Type C — the number of the simultaneous maximum pronunciation — =64 and the number of

the maximum trucks — it has the function of =32 and a sound-source = PCM tone generator

+ADPCM back chorus. In addition, as a circuit which connects between the distribution center 1

and each online karaoke equipment, various kinds of communication lines, such as a dial-up line,

an ISDN circuit, and LAN, can be used. When the distribution center 1 connects a circuit with

each online karaoke equipment, the communication line which the karaoke equipment has joined

is searched from a managed table (refer to drawing 2 ), and it telephones to this online karaoke

equipment using the communication line.

[0009] The distribution center 1 has the control device 5, the hard disk drive unit 6, and the

communication controller 7. A control device 5 reads karaoke data from a hard disk drive unit 6

at the time of distribution, and inputs them into a communication controller 7 while it manages
the distribution place of karaoke data, and delivery time. While karaoke data, such as musical

piece data and CM data, are memorized by the hard disk drive unit 6, the managed table is set to

it. A managed table is a table which memorizes the data about all the online karaoke equipments
used as the distribution place of karaoke data. A communication controller 7 sets up

predetermined online karaoke equipment and a predetermined communication link condition

through a predetermined communication line according to directions of a control unit 5. Setting

out of a communication link condition transmits the karaoke data read and inputted from the

hard disk drive unit 6 with the modulation technique and transmission speed which suited the

communication line.



[0010] Drawing 2 is the block diagram of said hard disk drive unit 6. Two or more storage of

musical piece data and the CM data is carried out as karaoke data at the hard disk drive unit 6.

Musical piece data are data for performing karaoke music, and have composition as shown in

drawing 3 and drawing 4 . CM data are data for broadcasting CM in the intervals of the

performance of karaoke music in karaoke equipment, and they have the same composition as

musical piece data in order to perform a display and announcement of a commercial message
according to back music and a background image. Each musical piece data and CM data consist

of three kinds of data divisions (type A data, type B data, type C data) which suit the function of

title data division and the online karaoke equipment of Types A, B, and C.

[001 1] Moreover, the managed table has memorized the management data about all the online

karaoke equipments with which this distribution center 1 distributes karaoke data. ID number of

the karaoke equipment, a name (installation), a terminal type, a circuit class, and the telephone

number are memorized for every online karaoke equipment. A circuit class is the class of

communication line which the online karaoke equipment concerned has joined, and has a dial-up

line, an ISDN circuit, LAN, etc.

[001 2] Drawing 3 is drawing showing the configuration of the type A data which suit,

respectively, type B data, and type C data to the online karaoke equipment of Type A, Type B,

and Type C.

[0013] This drawing (A) shows type A data. The online karaoke equipment of Type A is online

karaoke equipment simplest type, the numbers of the maximum simultaneous pronunciation of a

sound source are 32 sounds, the numbers of the maximum trucks are 16 trucks, and a sound

source is only a PCM tone generator. For this reason, type A data consist of the header, the

musical-sound truck of 1 6 trucks, a words truck, and a DSP control truck. The data about these

music, such as a type of this musical piece data, a genre of this music, and a release day, are

written in the header. As shown in a musical-sound truck at drawing 4 (A), the sequence data for

the automatic performance for 1 6 trucks are memorized. The character representation of the

words displayed on a monitor 28 according to progress of karaoke music as shown in a words
truck at drawing 4 (B), a color substitute, and the sequence data of character deletion are

memorized. The sequence data for performing effectiveness control of hanging RIBABU (echo)

on a DSP control truck strongly according to progress of karaoke music, as shown in drawing 4

(D) are memorized.

[0014] In online karaoke equipment (refer to drawing 5 ), the data of a musical-sound truck are

inputted into sound-source equipment 1 9 for every predetermined timing, and a musical-sound

signal is formed. Moreover, the data of a words truck are inputted into the character

representation section 23 for every predetermined timing, and the character-pattern data of

predetermined display form are formed. Furthermore, the data of a DSP control truck are

inputted into DSP22 for every predetermined timing, and the effectiveness of DSP22 is

controlled.

[001 5] Drawing 3 (B) is drawing showing type B data. The number of the maximum simultaneous

pronunciation is [ 64 sounds and the numbers of the maximum trucks of the online karaoke

equipment of Type B ] 32 trucks. Therefore, as for type B data, the musical-sound truck has 32

truck composition. When the musical-sound truck doubled as compared with type A data, type B
data can pronounce a more variegated musical sound to being constituted so that type A data

can pronounce the musical sound for need 10 minutes.

[0016] This drawing (C) is drawing showing type C data. The karaoke equipment of Type C adds

DEKODA (D/A converter 20 of drawing 5 ) of ADPCM to the equipment of Type B. Therefore, in

addition to the musical piece data for type B, the musical piece data for Type C are equipped

with a voice truck and the voice data section. Two or more storage of the ADPCM-ized voice

data is carried out at the voice data section. As voice data, the wave which is hard to pronounce

is ADPCM-ized, for example with the sound-source equipment of PCM systems, such as a back
chorus. As shown in a voice truck at drawing 4 (C), the sequence data which direct which voice

data is pronounced in which musical interval to which timing among the voice data by which two
or more storage is carried out are memorized. In addition, ADPCM data can change the musical

interval by changing the amount of stepping of the read-out address.



[0017] Drawing 5 is the block diagram of the online karaoke equipment connected to the above-
mentioned distribution center. This karaoke equipment is karaoke equipment of Type C, in

addition to the sound-source equipment 1 9 of number of maximum pronunciation 64 sound, can
be equipped with D/A converter 20, and can reproduce the ADPCM-ized voice data. The hard

disk drive unit 15 built in this karaoke equipment can memorize musical piece data and CM data

by hundreds - 1000 music of numbers, and the musical piece data and CM data which were
distributed are memorized here. Moreover, this online karaoke equipment has joined ISDN and is

connected with the distribution center 1 through an ISDN circuit.

[0018] ROM11, RAM 12, the hard disk storage (HDD) 15, the ISDN controller 16, the remote
control receiver 1 7, a display panel 1 8, a panel switch 1 9, sound-source equipment 20, D/A
converter 21, DSP22, the character representation section 23, the LD changer 24, and the

display and control section 25 are connected to CPU10 which controls actuation of the whole
equipment through the bus.

[0019] A system program, a sequence program, a loader, font data, etc. are memorized by
ROM1 1. A system program is a program which controls basic actuation of this equipment, and
data transmission and reception with a peripheral device. The sequence program consists of the

Maine sequence program, the musical-sound sequence program, the alphabetic character

sequence program, a voice sequence program, a DSP sequence program, etc. At the time of a

karaoke performance, parallel processing of each sequence program is carried out by CPU 10,

and generating of musical sound based on musical piece data and playback of an image are

performed. Since this online karaoke equipment is equipment of Type C, CPUs10 of the number
of trucks which can be processed are 32 trucks based on a musical-sound sequence program. A
loader is a program for receiving distribution (download) of musical piece data and CM data from
the distribution center 1. Font data is for displaying words, a music name, etc., and the font of

two or more kinds of alphabetic character kinds, such as a Mincho typeface and a round-head
GOJIKKU object, is memorized. Moreover, a work area is set to RAMI 2. Log area besides a

musical piece data storage area and CM data storage area is set to HDD15. Which music having

been performed how many times and hysteresis of operation are recorded on log area.

[0020] The ISDN controller 1 6 is a controller for communicating with the distribution center 1

through an ISDN circuit, and modulates and restores to data with the method and transmission

speed which suited the ISDN circuit. Moreover, the ISDN controller 16 contains the DMA circuit

and writes musical piece data and CM data which were distributed from the distribution center 1

in direct HDD15, without minding CPU10.
[0021] The remote control receiver 17 receives the infrared signal sent from remote control 30,

and restores data. Remote control 30 is equipped with command switches, ten key switches,

etc., such as a song selection switch, and if a user operates these switches, it will transmit an
infrared signal for data according to the actuation, such as a song selection code. The display

panel 14 is formed in the front face of this karaoke equipment, and displays a music code, the

number of reservation music, etc. under current performance. The panel switch 15 is formed in

the front control unit of karaoke equipment, and includes the music code input switch, the key
change switch, etc.

[0022] Sound-source equipment 20 is driven based on the data of the musical-sound truck of

musical piece data, and forms the musical-sound signal of a predetermined tone in

predetermined timing. Since this online karaoke equipment is equipment of Type C, the numbers
of the maximum simultaneous pronunciation of sound-source equipment 20 are 64 sounds. D/A
converter 21 is a circuit which inputs the voice data which is ADPCM data and is changed into a

sound signal. Voice data is inputted into the timing memorized by D/A converter 21 on the voice

truck. The sound signal which the musical-sound signal and D/A converter 21 which sound-
source equipment 20 formed reproduced is inputted into DSP22. Moreover, the microphone 27 is

connected to DSP22. DSP22 gives effectiveness, such as RIBABU and an echo, to the musical-

sound signal and sound signal which were inputted from sound-source equipment 20, D/A
converter 21, and the microphone 27. The class and extent of effectiveness which DSP22 gives

are controlled based on DSP CDC of a DSP control truck. After the musical-sound signal and
sound signal with which effectiveness was given are mixed, they are outputted to the amplifier



loudspeaker 26. The amplifier loudspeaker 26 amplified and carries out after sound emission of

this signal.

[0023] Moreover, the character representation section 23 generates character patterns, such as

a music name and words, based on the data of the words truck inputted from CPU10. Moreover,
the LD changer 24 reproduces the background image of corresponding LD based on the inputted

image select data (chapter number). Image select data is determined based on the genre data of

the karaoke music concerned. At the time of a karaoke performance start, CPU 10 reads the

genre data of music in the header of musical piece data, determines image select data based on
this genre data, and outputs it to the LD changer 24. The laser disk of about five sheets is built

in the LD changer 24, and the background image of 120 scenes can be reproduced. One
background image is chosen and reproduced by image select data from this inside, and it is

outputted as image data. A character pattern and image data are inputted into a display and
control section 25. In a display and control section 25, these data are compounded by
superimposition and it displays on a monitor 28.

[0024] With reference to drawing 6 , the communication procedure between the distribution

center 1 and online karaoke equipment is explained. This communication procedure shows the
example in the case of communicating using an ISDN circuit. First, if the distribution center 1

connects a circuit between predetermined online karaoke equipment, in order to check
connection, connection-confirm wording of a telegram will be transmitted. The online karaoke
equipment which received this wording of a telegram answers a letter to the distribution center 1

in Acknowledgement wording of a telegram. The distribution center 1 which received check
wording of a telegram requires transmission of a data list. A data list is a list of the karaoke data

(musical piece data and CM data) memorized by HDD15. Online karaoke equipment answers a

letter to this demand in the data list of the format shown in this drawing. The packet of a data

list consists of the number, the body of a list, and en doping packet of the packet type code
which shows that it is a data list, a packet size, the time of list transmission, and the karaoke
data indicated during the list. If a data list is sent, the distribution center 1 will compare the list

and this list of the karaoke data memorized to the self hard disk drive unit 6, and will search
what is not during the list sent in the karaoke data which self has memorized (additional karaoke
data). And the type of the online karaoke equipment which is a distant office is deduced with

reference to a managed table, and the additional karaoke data of the format which suited this

type are transmitted to the online karaoke equipment which is a distant office.

[0025] In addition, although a managed table is prepared in the distribution center 1 and the type
of each online karaoke equipment was memorized on this managed table with the above-
mentioned operation gestalt, that type is asked to the online karaoke equipment which is a

distant office at the time of distribution, and the data which suit that type can be chosen. The
communication procedure in this case is shown in drawing 7 and drawing 8 . In this

communication procedure, the distribution center 1 requires a terminal type report from online

karaoke equipment after a connection confirm and an Acknowledgement, and online karaoke
equipment answers a letter in terminal type data to this. Terminal type data consist of a report

of a hardware version besides the terminal type of A, B, or C, and a software version.

Furthermore, the distribution center 1 requires transmission of the newest management
information from online karaoke equipment. The newest management information consists of the
data list and log data which were shown in drawing 6 . Additional karaoke data are chosen based
on the newest management information, and it is based on the content of the terminal type

report, and is selection ****** about the type of the additional karaoke data. And the additional

karaoke data chosen by doing in this way are downloaded to online karaoke equipment.

[0026] All management information is given to the online karaoke equipment side which is a

terminal with drawing 7 and the operation gestalt of drawing 8 . It is lost that the storage

capacity big even when it becomes unnecessary to memorize data concerning [ the distribution

center 1 ] online karaoke equipment by doing in this way as a list and a host has jurisdiction

[ terminal units / many ] on a managed table is taken.

[0027]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the karaoke data which judge the type of that karaoke equipment



and suit that type can be distributed according to this invention as mentioned above even if

what type of karaoke equipment is connected, the karaoke equipment with which various types
differ can be connected, and the karaoke data which suited to them, respectively can be
distributed. Thereby, management of two or more karaoke equipments becomes easy.

[Translation done.]
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[0024] With reference to Fig. 6, a communication procedure

between the delivery center 1 and the online karaoke apparatus will

be explained. This communication procedure illustrates a case where

communication is performed with the use of an ISDN line. At first,

the delivery center 1 transmits a connection acknowledgement

telegraphic message for purposes of confirming the connection after

establishing a line connection with the predetermined online karaoke

apparatus. The online karaoke apparatus that has received this

telegraphic massage returns an acknowledgment (ACK) telegraphic

message to the delivery center 1. The delivery center 1 that has

received the ACK telegraphic message, requests transmission of a

data list. The data list is in practice a list of karaoke data (song

data and CM data) that are stored in the HDD15 . In response to this

request, the online karaoke apparatus returns the data list in a

format illustrated in the figure. The packet of the data list

consists of a packet type code that demonstrates that it is a data

list, a packet length, the date and time of list transmission, the

number of karaoke data described in the list, a list body, and an

end of packet . When the data list has been transmitted, the delivery

center 1 compares the list with the karaoke data list stored in

its own hard disk 6 in order to search out from its own storage

karaoke data, data that does not exist in the list that has been

transmitted (additional karaoke data) . Then the delivery center

1 refers to a control table and works out the type of online karaoke

apparatus that is the other party station and then transmits the

additional karaoke data in a form conforming to the type to the

1
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online karaoke apparatus that is the other party station.

[0025] In the above-mentioned embodiment, the configuration

is such that the control table is provided in the delivery center

1 and each type of online karaoke apparatus is stored in the control

table. However, it may be configured such that, at the time of

delivery, the delivery center 1 enquires the online karaoke apparatus

that is the other party station what type is involved and then selects

data conforming to the type in question . The communicationprocedure

in this case is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. In this communication

procedure, after the connection acknowledgement has been sent and

the ACK has been received, the delivery center 1 requests the online

karaoke apparatus to transmit a terminal type report, in response

to which the online karaoke apparatus returns the terminal type

data. The terminal type data consists of reports of a hardware

version and of a software version, as well as types of terminal

such as A, B or C. Further, the delivery center 1 requests the online

karaoke apparatus to transmit latest control information. The

latest control information consists of the data list shown in Fig.

6 and log data . The delivery center 1 selects the additional karaoke

data on the basis of the latest control information, and selects

types of additional karaoke data on the basis of the contents of

the terminal type report. Then, the delivery center 1 downloads

to the online karaoke apparatus the additional karaoke data that

has been selected in this way.
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